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With globalization comes increasing interdependence. With this interdependence comes increasing military, environmental, and economic threats from the weak.

Countries and other political entities that are militarily weak invite the hegemonic, imperialistic, and revanchist designs of the strong. Increasing interdependence necessarily suggests that the consequences of these designs will have greater international, regional, as well as local consequences. In concrete terms, some sort of political intervention from hot war to more elegant diplomacy and the appurtenances of aid makes more sense throughout the world for a real or alleged superpower, as well as other political entities that dare to become great. (The psychological closeness fostered by globalization seems to be impeding the dehumanization of others that is often implicated in the use of force by representative democracies and some autocracies.) Domino theories and other dynamic field theories of international relations seem more credible. And the weak hold the cards—playing off suitors, villains, and propositionists alike: witness United States Government (USG) intervention in locales such as Kuwait, Macedonia.

Countries and other political entities that are environmentally weak pose significant concerns to the environmentally strong. The threat of environmental disaster initiating from the weak and ignoring political boundaries is a great motivator. The weak hold the cards, and the gracious soliciting of various types of aid soon is transformed into the chicanery of the shakedown artist: witness USG intervention in the Ukraine and North Korea.

Countries and other political entities that are economically weak pose the threat of subverting or imploding international capital markets, trade, and economic growth. The ruler of an economically weak country can sit back and in a bemused fashion entertain the many gentlemen callers from foreign lands who pay him homage by their very presence and entreaties: witness USG intervention in Indonesia.